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get_characters

get_characters returns a tibble of all the characters from the ‘character’ endpoint of The Rick and Morty API. This information includes:

- id
- name
- status
- species
- type
- gender
- image
- episode
- url
- created
- origin.name
- origin.url
- location.name
- location.url

Usage

get_characters()

Examples

## Not run:
get_characters()

## End(Not run)
get_episodes

Description
get_episodes returns a tibble of all the episodes from the 'episode' endpoint of The Rick and Morty API. This information includes:

- id
- name
- air_date
- episode
- characters
- url
- created

Usage
get_episodes()

Examples
## Not run:
get_episodes()
## End(Not run)

get_locations

Description
get_locations returns a tibble of all the locations from the 'location' endpoint of The Rick and Morty API. This information includes:

- id
- name
- type
- dimension
- residents
- url
- created
Usage
get_locations()

Examples
## Not run:
get_locations()

## End(Not run)
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